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Abstract. We present a tool that enables complex, unfixed temporal structures 
in digital narrative and also facilitates the creation of works that are a hybrid of 
human authorship, structural design, and machine writing. The system has basic 
similarities with other tools for the development of non-linear and interactive 
narrative, but it is unique in its form and visual/textual behavior because it takes 
the printed page as its model rather than traditional hypertext.  At its core the 
system can be considered a creative evolutionary system.  In particular, we can 
consider it to be a co-evolutionary, collaborative (1+1)-ES system.  In order to 
cope with the difficulty of assigning a viable semantics to textual constructs we 
designed a markup language allowing a composer to assign semantics to bodies 
of text. 

1   Introduction 

Here we present a tool that enables complex, unfixed temporal structures in digital 
narrative [8, 10, 25], and that also facilitates the creation of works that are a hybrid of 
human authorship, structural design, and machine writing.  The resulting system has 
basic similarities with other tools for the development of non-linear and interactive 
narrative, but is unique in its form and visual/textual behavior because it takes the 
printed page as its model rather than traditional hypertext.  However, the page is 
rather distinct from the printed page in that it continuously re-writes itself in response 
to the interactions with the reader whose actions trigger textual transformations. When 
new text enters into a portion of the page, it is assimilated both visually/structurally 
and syntactically, so as to be constantly weaving itself together as it is endlessly recon-
figured.  The effect on the reader is an immersive experience, one in which previous 
material on the page lingers like a memory and is registered as the page shifts and the 
reading progresses. This is very different from the hypertext model where all the text 
on a page is replaced by new text or a new window is launched that contains a new 
page of text. 



The current approach can be seen as the further development of the “The Jew’s 
Daughter” [17].  The approach in this previous work was to divide the page into three 
regions with hard coded narrative paths as well as visual/structural configurations. The 
goal of our new system is to break away from this hard coded approach and make the 
process as dynamic and free flowing as possible.   

The tool is developed as a creative evolutionary system in the sense that the engine 
which drives the constant reconfiguration and text weaving makes use of concepts in 
evolutionary computation.  Here, the digital narrative is structured as narrative nodes 
which are directly manipulated by the evolutionary engine.  In order to work with 
these representations effectively and side-step some of the issues which surface when 
working with textual constructions (e.g., semantic representations of text) we devel-
oped a markup language which gives the composer of the digital narrative the ability 
to identify narrative nodes, assign semantics, and insert user interaction points. 

We acknowledge that the structure and functionality of our system is heavily influ-
enced by our own view of the creative process of writing: it is an accumulation of 
accidental movements in language leading to culminating moments. What is most 
compelling about the act of writing in our view is this sense of accident, the way in 
which a writer is led or misled by the work, which, in turn, leads or misleads the 
reader. But perhaps Picasso said it best: art is the lie that tells the truth1.   

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.  In Section 2 we provide a brief 
overview of the field of creative evolutionary systems.  Section 3 highlights some of 
the issues involved when working with textual representations.  Section 4 provides a 
high-level description of our system.  Our markup language is described in Section 5.  
Section 6 describes our overall system architecture.  We look at further research in 
Section 7. In Section 8 we take a look at some related systems and we conclude with 
some remarks in Section 9. 

2   Creative Evolutionary Systems 

We developed our tool in the context of creative evolutionary systems.  Typically, 
creative evolutionary systems are defined as computer systems that make use of some 
aspect of evolutionary computation and are designed to aid our own creative processes 
and/or generate results to problems that traditionally required creative people to find 
solutions {Rooke, 2002 #2}. Creative evolutionary systems often distinguish them-
selves from other systems, such as knowledge-based systems, by finding highly inno-
vative and novel solutions. 

Evolutionary computation itself can be seen as a search strategy loosely based on 
biological evolution [12].  As a search strategy, evolutionary computation has been 
shown to be very effective in searching vast solution spaces given appropriate prob-
lem constraints.  Figure 1 highlights the relationship between computer science, biol-
ogy, evolutionary computation, and creative evolutionary systems [5].  

                                                           
1 This quote is generally attributed to Picasso by folklore. 



 
Fig. 1. The relationship between computer science, biology, evolutionary computation, and 
creative evolutionary systems. 

Evolutionary algorithms are usually characterized as iterative, population based algo-
rithms where each individual in the population represents a potential solution to the 
problem at hand.  The iterative nature of these algorithms allows the individuals to 
evolve under the repeated application of appropriate evolutionary operators such as 
mutation and crossover (sexual reproduction).  At the high level evolutionary algo-
rithms can be described as follows: 

1. Determine initial (random) population 
2.  Select a set of individuals to be parents 
3.  Perform crossover and mutation 
4.  Compute the new generation of individuals, new population 
5.  Does one of the individuals satisfy the problem constraints? 

� Yes – DONE! 
� No – go back to step 2. 

In the area of evolutionary computation we can identify three major categories of 
evolutionary algorithms: a) genetic algorithms which are characterized by their large 
populations of individuals that evolve under crossover and mutation [12]; b) evolution 
strategies sometimes called (1+1)-ES, because they often have populations consisting 
only of a single parent producing a single child at each generation with adaptive ge-
netic operators [22]; c) collaborative evolutionary computation that actively involves 
the user [6]. 

Creative evolutionary systems have been successfully applied in a number of areas 
usually reserved for human creativity using problem constraints that naturally arise in 
these areas: 
� Art & music – aesthetic constraints [7, 23, 24] 
� Architectural design - functionality constraints  [19] 
� Engineering - physical constraints [14, 15] 
� Drug discovery – structure constraints [29] 

There are two types of evolution we can consider when looking at evolutionary algo-
rithms to solve problems.  In goal oriented evolution we attempt to find solutions to 
problems under given (static) constraints.  Here, the sought after solution is character-
ized by a set of constraints and it is essentially the task of the evolutionary algorithm 
to search the solution space for a point that satisfies all the given constraints.  We can 
consider this the classical notion of genetic algorithms and evolution strategies as 
developed by Holland and Rechenberg [12, 22].  In open-ended evolution or co-



evolution a system is “situated”, in the sense that it continuously adapts itself to con-
stantly changing constraints.  There is no solution, but only the best possible adapta-
tion to the current set of constraints. Typically, both the evolutionary system and the 
constraints are evolving in response to each other [21]. 

3   Why is Evolutionary Computation on Text so Difficult? 

In building an evolutionary system around text we faced many of the same issues, such 
as semantic representation and text matching, which researchers in information re-
trieval also face (e.g. [16, 27]). However, evolutionary computation has some addi-
tional challenges.  In particular, not only do we need to recognize documents but we 
also need to be able to synthesize coherent documents for the construction of individ-
ual solution points which are part of the population in the evolutionary algorithm. 

In analyzing the domains where evolutionary algorithms have successfully been 
applied we found that these domains tend to have highly stylized constraint rules. 
Consider: 
� Harmony theory in music. 
� Visual composition rules in 2&3 D art. 
� Physics/mathematics in industrial/architectural design. 
� Electrical and mechanical foundations for engineering. 
� Structural chemistry in drug discovery. 

Text and narrative, on the other hand, do not possess such stylized constraint rules.  
The possible different symbol combinations that form words, sentences, paragraphs, 
pages, etc. are almost infinite and typically the legal symbol combinations are gov-
erned by semantics rooted in context and common sense which as such is extremely 
difficult to codify. Even the accessible composition rules based on syntactic contexts 
can be bent for effect and tension.  Given this, a key aspect of our system is to over-
come these difficulties and make text manipulation, document synthesis, and narrative 
evolution accessible. 

4   ANE – System Description 

Our objective was to create a tool that will enable interactive complex, unfixed tempo-
ral structures in digital narrative.  In this context, a composer of such work will as-
semble a set of narrative nodes. Here, each node is a fragment of text written by the 
composer, garnered off the web, scanned from hard-copy documents etc. and consti-
tutes the basic building material for the digital narrative.  The idea is that the system 
will maintain a database of such narrative nodes and will use them appropriately in 
response to interactions with the user in order to evolve new narrative structures.   

When the automatic narrative evolution (ANE) system is first launched, the user is 
confronted with a page of text.  This initial text layout is designed by the composer of 
the evolving text.  Within the page are especially marked words which act as interac-
tion points for the user.  Evolution of the narrative is driven by either highlighting or 



double-clicking one of the marked words. The system interprets this as a constraint 
and adapts the narrative to this constraint.  Adaptation takes the form of swapping out 
a segment of text and replacing it with new text deemed more appropriate given the 
current constraint.  Once the text has been replaced and absorbed into the visual page 
the user is confronted by a newly evolved page with a new set of interaction points.  
The evolution of the text occurs at the granularity of narrative nodes, that is, both the 
text selected to be deleted from the page as well as the new text which is to replace the 
old text are based on narrative nodes. 

The system is co-evolutionary in the sense that the user’s understanding of the text 
evolves at the same time as the text evolves in order to satisfy the constraints posed by 
the user. The system does not evolve towards a definite goal, but rather undergoes an 
“evolutionary arms race” of user understanding vs. constraint resolution. 

An interesting aspect of our system is that constraints are not interpreted as syntac-
tic constraints but instead as semantic constraints.  For example, double-clicking the 
word ‘danger’ which might appear as an interaction point on a page does not mean to 
evolve the text to contain more of the word danger in order to satisfy the constraint but 
instead means to evolve the text so that the text is about danger.  An subtle but impor-
tant distinction. 

This semantics-based evolution is facilitated by our markup language which allows 
the composer to identify narrative nodes, assign semantics to nodes, and create user 
interaction points. 

5   The Markup Language 

The structure of our markup language was heavily influenced by Knuth’s TeX lan-
guage [13].  Consider the following two narrative nodes: 

 
1. Will she disappear?  I said to you, "be careful. Today is a strange day, and that was 

the end of it."  I had written impassioned letters that expressed the urgency of my 
situation.  I wrote to you that it would be a violation of our exchange, in fact, a 
criminal negligence if I were to fail to come through. To hand to you the conse-
crated sum of your gifts, the secret you imparted persistently and without knowl-
edge, these expressions of your will that lured, and, in a cumulative fashion, be-
came a message. 

2. A street, a house, a room. 
 
As these simple examples illustrate, narrative nodes can be paragraphs, simple collec-
tions of sentences, a sentence, or just utterances of several words.  Figure 2 shows a 
possible markup of the above narrative nodes. 

In our markup language narrative nodes are denoted by the {\node …} construct.  
Individual sentences in each narrative node are denoted with by {\sen …}.  The 
{\lnk …} construct allows the composer to define sections of text to act as user in-
teraction points.  We called these interaction points links due to their conceptual simi-



larity to hypertext links.  However, as indicated above, their actual workings are quite 
different from hypertext links.  

 
{\node \meta="incorrigible, wake, refrain, halt, June, begin" 
  {\sen Will she {\lnk \meta="vanish" disappear}?} 
  {\sen I said to you, "be careful. Today is a strange day, and that  
        was the end of it."} 
  {\sen I had written impassioned letters that expressed the urgency  
        of my situation.} 
  {\sen I wrote to you that it would be a violation of our exchange,  
        in fact, a {\lnk criminal} negligence if I were to fail to  
        come through.} 
  {\sen To hand to you the consecrated sum of your gifts, the secret  
        you imparted persistently and without knowledge, these  
        expressions of your will that lured, and, in a cumulative  
        fashion, became a message.} 
} 

{\node \meta= "disappear, criminal, incorrigible, wake" 
  {\sen {\lnk \meta="refrain" A street}, a house, a room.} 
} 

Fig. 2. A simple example of marked up narrative nodes. 

The construct that deserves a few words of explanation is the \meta construct.  
The primary purpose of this construct is to assign semantics (or meta information) to 
narrative nodes in the form of a keyword list.  The \meta construct can also modify a 
user interaction point by essentially providing alternative targets for the interaction 
point.  Consider the way our system works; when a user interacts with an interaction 
point this is interpreted as a semantic constraint.  For example, if the user interacts 
with the interaction point {\lnk danger}, then the system interprets this as a con-
straint with the semantic value ‘danger’ and will search for narrative nodes that have a 
semantic description that contains the word ‘danger.’  The assumption is that inserting 
a narrative node with the semantic description that contains the word ‘danger’ will 
satisfy the constraint posed by the user.  Now consider a modified interaction point, 
e.g., {\lnk \meta=“fear” danger}.  This link will be interpreted as the semantic 
constraint ‘fear’ and will work in the same way as the unmodified interaction point 
except that a narrative node with the semantics ‘fear’ will be sought in order to satisfy 
the constraint.  In this way we can consider unmodified interaction points as having 
identity maps into the semantic domain. 

6   System Architecture 

At its core our system can be viewed as a co-evolutionary, collaborative (1+1)-ES 
system, drawing from a database of narrative nodes for the narrative evolution using 
the semantics of the narrative nodes as a way to discriminate between different possi-
ble narratives depending on which best satisfies the user constraints.  We have already 
shown that the system can be considered a co-evolutionary system due to the fact that 
both the user constraints and the narrative evolve in response to each other over time.  



That the system is collaborative follows straightforwardly from the fact that the system 
involves the user as part of its evolutionary computation.  That the system can be 
considered a (1+1)-ES system deserves some remarks.  The following is the pseudo 
code for our ES algorithm: 

procedure ES 
   t := 0 
   initialize Page(t) 
   display Page(t) 
   get Constraint(t) 
   while Constraint(t) available do 
      Offspring := satisfy_constraint(Page(t),Constraint(t)) 
      Page(t+1) := Offspring 
      display Page(t+1) 
      get Constraint(t+1) 
      t := t + 1 
   end while 
end procedure 

The evolutionary algorithm starts by initializing the first page to be displayed and then 
waits for the user to supply a constraint.  Once a constraint is available the evolution-
ary algorithm proceeds by computing an offspring (a new page) that satisfies the user 
constraint.    This offspring becomes the new parent, the new parent is then displayed 
and the system waits for a new constraint from the user.  Here is where we diverge 
from the standard ES algorithm.  By construction our offspring is the best offspring of 
all possible offspring.  Also, this offspring is always fitter than the parent (current 
page being displayed), since it satisfies the user constraint.  Therefore, we do not have 
to perform any additional fitness evaluations after we construct the offspring, but can 
simply replace the parent with the new offspring as shown in the pseudo code above. 
The ‘satisfy_constraint’ procedure computes the offspring by searching for the most 
appropriate narrative node that satisfies the user constraint and uses it to construct a 
new page by replacing an existing narrative node with the new one.  

As one can see, the system only maintains one parent at any one time and only pro-
duces one offspring per iteration.  In our current system the search for the most appro-
priate narrative node is not adaptive, therefore a more appropriate nomenclature for 
our system today would be (1+1)-GA.  However, we do have plans to make this 
search adaptive, for example, by taking user constraint history into account when 
selecting a particular narrative node.  Thus, we prefer the name (1+1)-ES. 

As shown in Figure 2, the markup language allows us to express semantics for the 
narrative nodes in a fairly straightforward manner.  If we interpret the meta construct 
as a map of a narrative node into its semantic domain and analogously as a map of an 
interaction point into its semantic domain, then we can say that narrative evolution 
takes place in a semantic domain.  A replacement narrative node that fulfills the user 
constraints is found in the semantic domain and is then projected into the syntactic 
domain for assimilation into the evolving text page.  Figure 3 illustrates this process. 
Here, given a set of narrative nodes with their semantics and an interaction point with 
its semantics interpreted as a constraint, the narrative evolution engine attempts to find 
the most appropriate narrative node based on the match of constraint against seman-
tics.  The most appropriate node is selected and its syntax is then used to compute the 
next iteration of the evolving page. 



 

 
Fig. 3. Process of selecting a node for one evolutionary step.  Given a set of narrative nodes 
with their semantics and an interaction point with its semantics or constraints, the narrative 
evolution engine attempts to find the most appropriate narrative node based on the match of 
semantics against constraint.  The best node is selected and its syntax is incorporated into the 
evolving text page. 

This selection process is core to our evolutionary computation and is implemented as 
part of the ‘satisfy_contraint’ procedure in the ES algorithm.   

The actual construction of the offspring page using the newly generated narrative 
node is not as sophisticated as we would like it to be: a narrative node close to the 
node that contained the activated constraint is randomly selected for replacement.  We 
purposefully do not replace a narrative node that contains an active constraint, since 
this disturbs the continuity of the narrative substantially. Rather than randomly select-
ing a narrative node to be replaced in the parent page we could make use of the se-
mantic information of these nodes, for example, we could replace the node on the 
active page that is most dissimilar from the generated node. 

Figure 4 illustrates our overall system architecture. Looking at the architecture from 
right to left we see that the marked-up text of the narrative nodes is preprocessed into 
a narrative node database which the evolution engine uses to resolve constraints.  
Today the user interaction is via standard terminal functionality usually by highlight-
ing or clicking on a word that is especially marked as a user interaction point on the 
text page.  However, we envision user interactions beyond the typical terminal func-
tionality, for example, voice activated interaction.  Currently we are experimenting 
with a set up where the user interaction is via the SMS (Short Messaging System) 
protocol using portable devices such as mobile phones and personal communicators to 
send messages that contain constraints to the evolution engine.  The evolution engine 
receives these constraints and adapts the evolving text accordingly.  Here the evolving 
text is projected on a large surface for easy readability.  An interesting side effect of 
this is that multiple users can interact with the text. We are still implementing this 
system, the impact of this multiple user interaction remains to be studied. 



 
Fig. 4. ANE system architecture 

7   Research Directions 

We can identify a number of research directions we would like to pursue.  Probably 
the most important one is in the area of semantics.  Right now we only consider key-
words as our semantics for the narrative nodes.  We would like to investigate more 
expressive semantics following the lead of the information retrieval community. Also, 
an important part of this new semantics is that is can be computed automatically for 
the narrative nodes.   

The next area of investigation is in the syntactic composition of the evolving text 
page.  We currently do composition by purely syntactic means: “randomly select a 
narrative node close to the user interaction point and replace it with a new narrative 
node during evolution.”  Obviously this is not very satisfying and we would like to 
incorporate some additional semantic and syntactic compositional rules into the actual 
construction of the text page. Some ideas based on dissimilarity were sketched out 
earlier.  We also need to refine our text layout engine to match the pristine text render-
ing in “The Jew’s Daughter”. 

Perhaps one of the more intriguing research directions for this project is the notion 
of “foreign text” acquisition.  By this we mean that not only will the system use narra-
tive nodes that were hand-constructed by a composer but it will also acquire text for 
narrative nodes in an autonomous fashion via techniques such as web spidering or 
verbal exchanges with users.  However, one of the more difficult issues to consider in 
this research is the automatic mark-up of the acquired text.  In particular, given an 
acquired text we need to be able to automatically compute a viable semantics for the 



text so that the evolution engine can use this text in the actual construction of the 
evolving text page.  This of course ties back into our earlier research goals. 

8   Related Work 

Our work has been influenced as much by modernist and post-modern practices within 
print literature as by currents within computer science and the digital arts.  Finnegans 
Wake, for example, has been compared to both a supercomputer and an evolutionary 
system [3].  The textual surface of the work, an invented conglomeration of multiple 
languages whose embedded meanings can only be decoded phonetically, appears to 
visually transform for the reader as the eye becomes aware of new possible textual 
combinations and readings.  In the more experimental prose of Gertrude Stein, the 
language seems to have an internal logic that disregards conventional grammar and is 
characterized by an odd, mechanical repetition [26].  The particular approaches of any 
number of writers as well as specific techniques, such as the cut-up method [8] of 
juxtaposition that William S. Burroughs borrowed from painting and developed for 
literature, have been useful filters for us in the consideration of our project.   Con-
straint-based and generative approaches to the non-digital arts such as those practiced 
by the literary organization Oulipo [20] and the performance group Goat Island [2] are 
also of interest to us as we continue to refine our system. 

There is some compelling work being done by writers within networked and pro-
grammable media as well. Poet and programmer Loss Glazier creates re-arrangeable 
poems [11] that appear on screen in an odd hybrid language that includes elements of 
English, Spanish, and Html.  John Cayley creates poetic works in which the text un-
dergoes animated transformations over time, and Chinese characters morph into Eng-
lish words and phrases [9].  The Impermanence Agent [28] is an online narrative that 
customizes itself to each of its readers based on an analysis of their internet activities.  
While most automatically-generated texts consist of fragments that are randomly ex-
tracted from a database, projects that implement more sophisticated machine-writing 
techniques include Trajectiores [4], a detective novel that generates portions of its 
own narrative, created by John Pierre Balpe and the groupe@graphe, and the anony-
mous hypertext novel ebbflux [1]. 

Trajectoires makes use of a Java engine in conjunction with specially constructed 
dictionaries for the generation of prose fragments. The generated text is concise and 
intelligible. While the content is often vivid and bizarre, the style of writing resembles 
conventional fiction in that the simulation is based upon the expectations of a reader 
of fiction for a coherent physical setting, plot-related suspense, and narrative action. 
Ebbflux, on the other hand, generates prose that is stylistically abstract and disjointed, 
without concern for the qualities associated with traditional narrative. Each time the 
reader clicks on a link in ebbflux, a new page is produced from a finite database of 
fragments in which semantic relationships are designated.  These systems are closely 
related to our system which, like ebbflux, is not primarily concerned with the expecta-
tions of traditional narrative but does require a compositional logic and self-consistent 
rigor like that of Trajectiores. 



9   Conclusions 

We presented a tool that enables complex, unfixed temporal structures in digital narra-
tive and also facilitates the creation of works that are a hybrid of human authorship, 
structural design, and machine writing. The system has basic similarities with other 
tools for the development of non-linear and interactive narrative, especially the 
ebbflux and the Trajectiores systems.  We developed our system in the framework of 
evolutionary creative systems.  This framework naturally encompasses the functional-
ity required by our system and allows for interesting extensions of the basic ideas such 
as adaptive search strategies for constraint satisfaction and user interaction modes 
other than the canonical keyboard/monitor interactions.  Initial experiments with the 
existing prototype have been very encouraging [18] and we are currently extending 
this prototype with a Flash based text layout engine and implementing user interac-
tions by means of mobile phones and personal communicators promising a different 
kind of immersive experience with automatic narrative evolution. 
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